To Every Season Thank You Card Tutorial

Paper
Merry Merlot Card stock: Cut 5 1/2" x 8 ½"; scored at 4 ¼"
Terracotta Tile Card stock: Cut 5 1/4" x 4"
Very Vanilla Card stock: Cut 5" x 3 3/4"
Terracotta Tile Card stock: scrap for punching
Very Vanilla Card stock: scrap for stamping
Very Vanilla Card stock: Cut 4" x 5 1/4"
Metallic Pearls: 3-5
Terracotta Tile ½" Scallop Linen Ribbon: 6-7"

Supplies:

Stamps
To Every Season (*150531)

Paper
Terracotta Tile Card stock (150884)
Merry Merlot Card stock (146979)
Very Vanilla Card stock (101650)

Ink
Crushed Curry Classic Ink (147087/131158)
Terracotta Tile Classic Ink (150086/150093)
Merry Merlot Classic Ink (147112/147170)

Accessories
Every Season Punch (*150670)
1 ½" Circle Punch (138299)
Story Label Punch (150076)
Metallic Pearls (146282)
Terracotta Tile ½" Scallop Linen Ribbon (149705)
Take Your Pick Tool (144107)

Adhesives
Snail (104332/104331)
Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430)
Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals (144108)

*To Every Season Bundle (153051)
To Every Season Thank You Card Tutorial
YouTube Video Tutorial Link: https://youtu.be/8UDjBmJH47Q

Assembly:

1. Stamp the large leaf image using the Crushed Curry Classic Ink randomly around the Very Vanilla card stock piece. Leave about 1 inch of the Very Vanilla card stock with no stamping on it.
2. Stamp the medium size leaf using Terracotta Tile Classic Ink randomly around the card front. Leave about 1 inch of the Very Vanilla card stock with no stamping on it.
3. Stamp smallest leaf image using Merry Merlot Classic Ink randomly around card front. Leave about 1 inch of the Very Vanilla card stock with no stamping on it.
4. Stamp the large leaf image onto the piece of Very Vanilla card stock using Crushed Curry Classic Ink. Stamping off first to create a lighter shade.
5. Stamp sentiment using Merry Merlot Classic Ink over the leaf on the Very Vanilla card stock.
6. Stamp 3 more of the smallest leaf onto a scrap piece of Very Vanilla card stock using Merry Merlot Classic Ink.
7. Punch out the 3 small leaves using the leaf punch from the To Every Season Punch Pack.
8. Punch out the sentiment using the 1 ½" Circle Punch.
10. Adhere the Terracotta Tile label to the bottom right hand corner of the panel.
11. Wrap a piece of the Terracotta Tile Scallop Edge Ribbon over the center of the label and adhere onto the back side of the panel.
12. Adhere the panel to the Terracotta Tile card stock piece.
13. Adhere the layered panel onto the card front.
14. Add Stampin’ Dimensionals to the back of the sentiment and adhere over the ribbon onto the label as shown. (I put mine on the top and bottom so that it straddles the ribbon).
15. Add Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals the back of each of the leaves you punched out in step 7.
16. Adhere the 3 punched leaves randomly around the card front.
17. Place a Metallic Pearl to the right and left of the sentiment.
18. Adhere 3 more Metallic Pearls onto the card front randomly
19. Stamp the Very Vanilla card stock panel as desired and add it to the inside of your card.
20. Stamp envelope as desired.